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Chevy Impala leaves the factory with headlights properly aligned in accordance with the laws and regulations of your state. While Chevrolet recommends you leave the headlight adjustment on the Chevy Impala in a certified repair shop, any do-it-yourself fan can adjust the headlights.
Prepare the Chevy Impala to meet your normal operating standards. Whether you are carrying 15 tons of excess weight in the trunk or you are driving with tires a little overpriced, you will want to meet the driving conditions you usually experience. Park the car on a flat surface 10 to 15 feet
from a flat screen or wall. Turn on the headlights and check the trajectory on a flat surface. The headlights should angle a little down, so you are not blind oncoming drivers. Pop the hood and find the adjustment screw. Unlike other sedans, the Chevy Impala has only vertical adjustment
screws. You can find adjustment screws near the assemblage of headlights. You can remove the air partition to see the adjustment of the screws. Rotate the vertical adjustment propeller until the trajectory reaches a flat surface in the appropriate area. If you can't get the screws to turn with
a Phillips screwdriver, Allen wrench or Torx set, gently rotate the screws with a pair of pliers. If oncoming cars keep flashing their lights on you when you drive with the headlights low, usually indicates the trajectory path for the goal headlights too high. To adjust the horizontal trajectory for
the headlights, you may need to fix the bent frame or shell of the headlight assembly. The car is a key image of the Corneliu C from Fotolia.com If you are having trouble running the Impala, then you may have a common problem with the engine locking the aisle immobilized system. This
system prevents the car from starting when someone tries to steal it and can sometimes activate when you are trying to start the car with a key. Before you go to the dealership for what can be costly repairs, try to let the system overwork the codes. This procedure takes 30 to 40 minutes
and can save you money. Trying to drive in. If it does not start, or dies very quickly after it starts, then leave the key in the ignition lock in the ON position and wait 10 minutes. Make sure the security light flashes. After 10 minutes, the security light will stop blinking and will either turn off or
remain on a permanent basis. When this happens, then turn off the ignition, wait 20 seconds and try to restart the car. Repeat this procedure three times in a row without removing the ignition key. Start the car after the third 10-minute waiting period. The car has to stop and stay. If it stays
running, then the codes have been relearned and the problem solved. If the car still doesn't start then you can have all or part of the system Replaced. When you start a car after the third waiting period, the safety light can remain stable for a few minutes. It's normal and there's nothing to
worry about. You can bypass the pass locking system, but this will completely disable the system and make your car more vulnerable to theft. The fan switch on the Chevrolet Impala controls the climate in the interior of the car. If the switch fails, the heating and air conditioning systems will
not react. To fix the problem, you'll have to remove the fan control switch from the dashboard and determine whether it will have to be repaired or replaced. Unbutton the bottom edge of the trim panel under the dashboard with a 1/4-inch ratchet and socket. Pull the panel off the dashboard
and set it aside. Remove the screws to the bezel around the gauge cluster with a Phillips-head screwdriver. Pull the bezel from the dash. Pull the ashtray out of the dashboard, depressing the button on the inner lip of the ashtray. Unscrew the panel around the ashtray with a Phillips
screwdriver and a 1/4-inch ratchet and socket. Pull the panel directly from the dashboard. Unplug the fan control switch from the dashboard with a 1/4-inch ratchet and socket. Pull the fan control switch out of the dash and get to the back. Remove the wiring fork on the back of the switch
with your hands. Take out the fan control unit from the dashboard. Phillips-head screwdriver1/ 4-inch ratchet and socket set Mark Slingo's popular modification of the car's stereo system. Replacing the stereo allows the car owner to add an aftermarket stereo with a number of features such
as MP3 players, Bluetooth connection, navigation tools and DVD software. The after-sales stereo systems with these features provide much more entertainment opportunities on the main factory radio, which are usually equipped only with CD player and AM/FM radio. Owners of the
Chevrolet Impala, wishing to install an after-sales radio, must first remove the dashboard sections and make some wire adaptations for the radio to function. Find and remove six seven-millimeter bolt screws on the bottom of the dashboard under the steering wheel. Untangle the lid of the
fuse-box panel on the far left dash. Remove the seven-millimeter bolt screw hidden behind the lid of the panel. Remove the two bolt screws holding the plastic panel around the display tool. Pull the top of this plastic panel away until the panel unsnaps from its connection to the dashboard.
Open the glove box. Pull the top right corner of the bottom of the dashboard from the dashboard. Keep pulling this far running your way to the left until the bottom dash panel falls to the floor. Remove two seven-millimeter bolt screws on either side of the radio. Pull the radio out of the
dashboard. Turn off the black cable. Unclip wire use by pressing the tab on the side and pulling the joints off each Put the old radio to one side. Installing a face plate plate Most aftermarket stereo is too long to live on GM cars. The facial plate allows this change in length and makes it more
aesthetically pleasing. Screw the face plate into slots freed from the old radio. Plug in the wiring. Attach a wire adapter to the wire harness on the back of the aftermarket stereo. Push the joints together until they click into place. Attach the other end of the wire adapter to the car's wire
harness. Attach a radio-alternative adapter to a black radioantenner. Connect the adapted cable to the radioantenna port at the back of the aftermarket stereo. Slide the radio into the sleeve of the house. Tap it as far as it will go, taking care not to trap any wires. Scratch the radio in the slot
with the help provided screws. Attach the bottom panel to the dashboard, putting off all the bolts you removed in step 1. Turn on the stereo to check the installation. Compare the 2 Impala finishes and trim families below to see the differences in prices and features. Trim Family Comparison
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